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over shared physical networks, where both physical and virtual 
resources should be considered to form a function chain for a 
specific s ervice [ 2]. O n t he o ther h and, f or a  s pecific mobile 
device, it needs to select/re-select a proper NS which may cover 
multiple base stations (BSs) to guarantee its QoS. Therefore, in 
NS-based mobile network, access control inherently includes 
NS selection, BS selection, and handoff management issues, 
where a joint optimization of NS and BS selection for a 
device should be addressed [2]–[5]. Most current existing 
investigations which tackled similar problems applied the static 
optimization algorithms or heuristic algorithms, such as [3],
[4]. However, both the optimization algorithms and heuristic 
algorithms may not be appreciated for the access control 
in RAN slicing, as the computational complexity incurred 
by searching the optimal solution in complex and dynamic 
scenarios could be too high.

Fortunately, recently emerging deep reinforcement learning 
(DRL) can be exploited to solve such decision-making problem 
in the complex and dynamic wireless system with a large size 
of data [6]. Furthermore, in light of the increasingly stringent 
data security and device privacy concerns, an emerging ap-
proach, federated learning (FL) [7], is introduced, which trains 
unbalanced data locally at individual devices and exploits the 
collaboration of the devices. Most of the current work focuses 
on FL or DRL. Indeed, in order to reduce the amount of 
required training samples and/or make more precise decisions, 
combing FL and DRL, called FDRL, is intuitively advanta-
geous [7]

In this paper, we propose an intelligent access control 
scheme for RAN slicing by combing FL and DRL, called fed-
erated deep reinforcement learning for access control (FDRL-
AC), to improve network throughput and communication ef-
ficiency w hile e nforcing t he d ata s ecurity a nd d evice privacy. 
Considering the large state-action space and service diversity, 
FDRL-AC is designed to consist of two layer model aggrega-
tions: 1) Horizontal aggregation: for the same type of services, 
we aggregate parameters of local DRL model on BSs to share 
the similar samples; 2) Vertical aggregation: for the services of 
different types, we aggregate the access features of local DRL 
model on the third encrypted party [7], [8], where we use Shap-

Abstract—Network Slicing (NS) has been widely identified as a 
key architectural technology for 5G-and-beyond systems by sup-
porting divergent requirements sustainably. With the widespread 
of emerging smart devices, access control becomes an essential 
yet challenging issue in NS-based wireless networks due to the 
device-base station (BS)-NS three-layer association relationship. 
Meanwhile, stringent data security and device privacy concerns 
are increasing dramatically. In this paper, we propose an efficient 
access control scheme for radio access network (RAN) slicing by 
exploiting a federated deep reinforcement learning framework, 
called FDRL-AC, to improve network throughput and commu-
nication efficiency w hile e nforcing t he d ata s ecurity a nd device 
privacy. Specifically, we u se d eep reinforcement l earning t o train 
local model on devices, where horizontally federated learning (FL) 
is employed for parameter aggregation on BS, while vertically 
FL is employed for feature aggregation on the encrypted party. 
Numerical results show that the proposed FDRL-AC scheme 
can achieve significant p erformance g ain i n t erms o f network 
throughput and communication efficiency i n c omparison with 
some state-of-art solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely acknowledged that network slicing (NS) is
one of the most vital architectural technologies for 5G-and-
beyond systems. In order to support various applications with
diverse quality of service (QoS) requirements in different com-
munication scenarios, multiple isolated network slices (NSs)
can be designed, deployed, customized, and optimized on a
common physical network infrastructure [1], [2]. The NS-
based networks can provide tailored services flexibly t o meet
the specific n eeds o f a pplications a nd c orresponding Service
Level Agreement. However, driven by the rapidly growing
applications with diversified QoS requirements, how to identify
and classify service flows f or a ccommodation b y appropriate
application-specific N S i s s till a  c hallenging i ssue, especially
in radio access network (RAN) domain [1], [2].

In RAN slicing, access control as well as relevant handoff
management are fundamentally distinct from that in conven-
tional mobile networks because of the introduction of NS [2]–
[4]. On one hand, NSs are logically virtualized and isolated
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ley value [8] to evaluate aggregated access features. Numerical
results show that in the typical scenarios, our proposed FDRL-
AC scheme significantly outperforms the traditional solutions
in terms of network throughput and communication efficiency.

In the rest of this paper, we begin with the system model and
problem formulation in Section II and Section III respectively.
In Section IV, FDRL-AC is presented to solve the access con-
trol problem of RAN slicing. Finally, we present the numerical
results in Section V and conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model

We consider a scenario where the virtualized network is built
upon a Software Define Network/Network Function Virtualiza-
tion -enabled 5G network infrastructure, which is composed
of core network (CN) and RAN. As shown in Fig. 1, when
the location of a device changes, the initially selected mobil-
ity management function (AMF) may be changed to receive
services, to enable mobility tracking and enable reachability
[9]. In addition, some network functionalities, such as AMF in
CN, distributed unit (DU) and radio unit (RU) in RAN, can be
shared among multiple slices, while others are slice-specific.
More details about network functionalities can be found in [9].
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Fig. 1. The NS-based mobile network model.

B. RAN slicing

We consider a multi-NSs and multi-BSs RAN slicing sce-
nario, as shown as Fig.1. When a device accesses the mobile
network or experiences a handoff, both BS and NS may need
to be selected/reselected for provision seamless service while
meeting the QoS requirements. Let B, N , and D denote the
set of BSs, NSs, and devices, respectively. For a specific BS
k, we use Nk = {j, ..., g} to represent the set of NSs which
are supported by it. For a specific NS j, we use a four-
tuple

(
Rj , Tj ,Ωj , ~Wj

)
to represent the state where Rj and Tj

denote the minimal transmission rate and the maximal latency
which are provided by NS j to serve devices. Moreover, Ωj
represents the bandwidth allocated to NS j in CN (including
transport network), and ~Wj is a vector, which represents the
bandwidth allocation of NS j from all BSs. We assume that
the kth element in ~Wj is denoted by bj,k, which represents the

bandwidth resource allocated to NS j by BS k, where bj,k = 0
means BS k is not covered by NS j.

C. Service Requirements

Since the services required by devices may vary with time,
we assume the time is slotted, where slotted time can be re-
garded as a sampled version of continuous-time which consists
of T time slots. During time slot t ∈ [1, T ], we assume that a
device connects only one BS and remains connected to the
same NS and BS. Let u be the number of devices in the
network. For a specific device di ∈ D, its service quality can
be described by two metrics: the minimum transmission rate
r̂ti and the maximum tolerated latency d̂ti. Therefore, NS j can
accommodate di only if Rj ≥ r̂ti and Tj ≤ d̂ti.

Let rj,ki,t be the transmission rate of di which is served by
NS j via BS k during time slot t, and wj,ki,t be the wireless
bandwidth that BS k allocates to di which is served by NS
j during time slot t (Here wj,ki,t also called consumed radio
resources of di during time slot t). In this work, the models may
affect the absolute value of communication efficiency, but do
not invalidate the relative performance enhancement of our pro-
posed policies. Hence, as we focus the device association in the
RAN slicing, we assume the delay in CN (i.e., Tj) is a constant.
The similar assumption is widely used in related studies, such
as [3], [4]. Therefore, the end-to-end delay can be calculated
as T̂ j,ki,t + Tj , where T̂ j,ki,t = qi/r

j,k
i,t is the delay in RAN of di

served by NS j via BS k and qi is the volume of flow data
generated by di. Moreover, we use Shannon theory to define the
transmission rate (i.e., rj,ki,t = wj,ki,t log2

(
1 + SINRki,t

)
), where

SINRki,t is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR)
between di and BS k during time slot t. Moreover, SINRki,t =

pki,t ·Gki,t/(
∑
k∈B,k′ 6=k p

k′

i,tG
k′

i,t + ζ2), t ∈ T , where pki,t repre-
sents the transmission power allocated to di at BS k, Gki,t is
the channel gain between di and BS k, and ζ2 is the noise
power level.

D. Handoff Cost

When the location of a device changes or the service quality
of a device cannot be satisfied, a handoff may occur to
improve the experience of the user. Traditional reference signal
received power (RSRP)-based handoff mechanisms [10] are
no longer applicable to RAN slicing. Specifically, a device
accesses to an NS via a specific BS, forming a three-layer
associate relationship device-BS-NS [11]. Therefore, both the
service type of NSs and the RSRP of BSs should be taken
into account when a handoff occurs. Therefore, unlike the
handoff in traditional mobile networks, there are three types
of handoff we need to consider: switching NS only, switching
BS only, and switching both NS and BS. Therefore, we define
the amount of signaling data for three types of handoff as:
1) qNS , the amount of signaling data needed for switching
NS only; 2) qBS , the amount of signaling data needed for
switching BS only; 3) qN−B , the amount of signaling data
needed for switching both NS and BS; with the relationship
qNS < qBS < qN−B [11]. Intuitively, the amount of signaling



data needed incurs corresponding signaling overhead in terms
of bandwidth consumption for signaling exchange. Further-
more, due to the bandwidth consumed by service flows and
the bandwidth consumed by handoff may not be in the same
order of magnitude, we define the handoff cost as follows,

αHO =


qNS/wNS , if switching NSs only,
qBS/wBS , if switching BSs only,
qN−B/wN−B , if switching both NSs and BSs,
0, otherwise.

(1)
where wNS , wBS , and wN−B represent the bandwidth con-
sumed by switching NS only, switching BS only, switching
both BS and NS, respectively.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Problem Statement

Given a set of devices which may require services of
different types, we investigate the access control problem under
network resource constraints. We define a binary variable xj,ki,t
to indicate whether the device di is served by NS j via BS
k during time slot t or not: xj,ki,t = 1 yes and 0 otherwise.
Therefore, multiplying the two variables xj,ki,t x

j′,k′

i,t−1 in adjacent
time slots indicates the handoff decision of di from time slot
t− 1 to t, which can be summarized in Table I. Therefore, in

TABLE I
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HANDOFF AND xj,ki,t x

j′,k′

i,t−1

xj,ki,t x
j′,k′

i,t−1 NSs BSs Switching αHO

1 j 6= j′ k 6= k′ both BS and NS qN−B/wN−B
1 j = j′ k 6= k′ BS only qBS/wBS
1 j 6= j′ k = k′ NS only qNS/wNS
1 j = j′ k = k′ no handoff 0

order to improve network throughput while reducing handoff
cost, we define the communication efficiency of the network
during time slot t as follows,

et =
∑

i∈D
(αflow
i,t x

j,k
i,t − α

HOxj,ki,t x
j′,k′

i,t−1), ∀t ∈ [0, T ], (2)

where communication efficiency et is a bandwidth metric value
representing the bandwidth efficiency minus signaling overhead
(which is indeed the “handoff cost”).

In our model, xj,ki,t is a decision variable. As the access
control is indeed a sequential decision problem, we use the
long-term communication efficiency of the network as the
optimization objective in (3). Therefore, we formulate the
access control problem as follows.

max lim
T→+∞

E[
1

T

∑T

t=1
et] (3)

s.t.
∑

k∈B

∑
i∈D

xj,ki,t r
j,k
i,t ≤ Ωj , ∀j ∈ N , t ∈ [0, T ] (3.1)∑

i∈D
xj,ki,t w

j,k
i,t ≤ bj,k, ∀j ∈ N , ∀k ∈ B, t ∈ [0, T ] (3.2)∑

j∈N

∑
k∈B

xj,ki,t r
j,k
i,t ≥ r̂

t
i , ∀i ∈ D, t ∈ [0, T ] (3.3)∑

j∈N

∑
k∈B

xj,ki,t Rj ≥ r̂ti , ∀i ∈ D, t ∈ [0, T ] (3.4)∑
j∈N

∑
k∈B

xj,ki,t (T̂ j,k
i,t + Tj) ≤ d̂ti, ∀i ∈ D, t ∈ [0, T ] (3.5)

∑
j∈N

∑
k∈B

xj,ki,t = 1, ∀i ∈ D, t ∈ [0, T ] (3.6)

xj,ki,t ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈ D,∀j ∈ N , ∀k ∈ B, t ∈ [0, T ] (3.7)

In problem (3), constraint (3.1) represents the limitation of
wired link resource, where the total transmission rate offered
by NS cannot exceed the link resource budget. Constraint (3.2)
states the wireless bandwidth limitation, which means that the
total wireless bandwidth allocated to devices by NS j via
BS k cannot exceed the total bandwidth of NS j allocated
from BS k. Constrains (3.3) - (3.5) state that the QoS of
devices should be satisfied by its serving BS and NS even
the selected NS/BS pair and network environment change.
Moreover, constraint (3.6) means that a device can access only
one NS via one BS during time slot t. The binary constraint
on the decision variable is shown in (3.7). Intuitively, problem
(3) can reduce to Multiple Choice Multidimensional Knapsack
problem (MMKP). Therefore, problem (3) is NP-hard.

B. Markov Decision Process Modeling for Access Control

As Problem (3) is NP-hard, there is no polynomial-time
algorithm for solving it. Meanwhile, in view of the dynamic
nature of access conditions, we formulate the access control
problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) model. An MDP
consists of four-tuple M = (S,A, P,R), where S, A, P , and
R respectively represent the state space, the action space, the
transition probability between states, and the reward function,
which are respectively defined as follows.

State: We assume S is the set of all network states for
all devices, and the number of NSs and BSs are |N | and
|B| respectively. For a specific device di ∈ D, the state can
be represented by si

t = {Ii, b
t
1,1, ..., b

t
j,k, ..., b

t
|B|,|N |}, where

si
t ∈ S , Ii = (j, k) states the current access scheme of di,

and btj,k represents the available wireless bandwidth allocated
to NS j from BS k at the beginning of time slot t.

Action: We assume A is the set of actions for all devices.
For a specific device di ∈ D, let ai

t = (j, k, wj,ki,t ) be the action,
which means di will consume wj,ki,t MHz wireless bandwidth
if it accesses to NS j via BS k at time slot t. Here wj,ki,t is
selected randomly from [r̂ti/log2(1 + SINRki,t), b

t
j,k], where

r̂ti is the minimal transmission rate of di at time slot t.
Transition Probability: Let the transition probability of di

be P =
{
p
ai
t

si
ts

i
t+1

|ai
t ∈ A, si

t, s
i
t+1 ∈ S

}
, which represents the

probability that network state of di transits from si
t to si

t+1

through action ai
t.

Reward: We define the reward as rt = et−u·xt ·αc
i,k, where

u is the number of devices, xt is the number of communication
rounds in FL from the first time slot to the tth time slot, and
αc
i,k is the communication cost of each round in FL between
di and BS k. More details about communication round and FL
are shown in next section.

In the paradigm of distributed machine learning, federated
learning can be exploited to efficiently promote the collabora-
tion between devices while retaining the privacy of local data.



IV. FEDERATED DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR
ACCESS CONTROL

A. Framework of FDRL-AC

By incorporating the DRL into the FL framework, we pro-
pose a collaborative federated deep reinforcement learning for
access control, called FDRL-AC. Fig. 2 shows the architecture
of FDRL-AC, which consists of DRL running on individual
devices, and two levels of model aggregation based on DRL:
horizontal weights aggregation (called hDRL) and vertical ac-
cess feature aggregation (called vDRL). Specifically, in hDRL,
we exploit hFL for the same type services to aggregate the
parameters (i.e., θi

t) to share the similar data samples, where
devices and BSs can be enabled to train a global model (i.e.,
gr(t)) together without raw data transfer. As the RAN needs
to support multiple service types, the selected NS/BS pairs
derived from hDRL may be not optimal. Therefore, in vDRL,
we exploit vFL to aggregate the access features to form a larger
feature space for different types of services (e.g., in the scenario
of Fig. 2, there are two service types).
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Fig. 2. The federated deep reinforcement learning scheme for access control
(FDRL-AC).

DRL on Smart devices: As FL can inherently support
privacy protection on private data, the training data should be
kept where it is generated. In other words, devices need to
train their own data independently. Furthermore, we employ
the discrete-action DRL algorithm, double deep Q-Network
(DDQN) which can decouple the selection from the evaluation
to reduce the correlation between data, to train the local model
on individual smart devices. DDQN evaluates the greedy policy
according to the Q-network with weights θ and estimates state-
action value Q(·) according to the target network Q̂ with
weights θ̂. The update in DDQN is the same as that in DQN,
but the target is replaced by

yi
t = rt+1 + γQ(si

t+1, argmaxai
t
Q(si

t+1, a
i
t; θ

i
t); θ̂

i
t), (4)

where argmaxai
t
Q(si

t+1, a
i
t; θ

i
t) is an ε-greedy policy used to

select access or handoff actions, and θi
t is the weight vector

of Q-network for device di. If di satisfies the access condition
and takes access/handoff action ai

t at the beginning of time slot
t, we will obtain the corresponding state-action value, which
is given by

Q(si
t, a

i
t) = E[

∑T

k=t
γkrt|si

t, a
i
t], (5)

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor representing the dis-
counted impact of the future reward. The objective of DDQN
is to minimize the gap between the estimated Q(·) and the
target value. Therefore, DDQN running on di can be trained
by minimizing the loss function, which is given by

L(θi
t) = E[(yi

t −Q(si
t, a

i
t; θ

i
t))

2]. (6)

Moreover, the update algorithm in DDQN is given by

θi
t+1 = θi

t + α
[
yi
t− Q

(
si
t, a

i
t; θ

i
t

)]
∇Q

(
si
t, a

i
t; θ

i
t

)
. (7)

After training local data for τ time slots, device di will send
the local model (i.e., θi

t) to the BSs to update the global model.
Horizontal Model Aggregation: Once receiving all local

models from individual devices, BSs will update the global
model as follows,

gr(t) =

∑ux
i=1Kiθ

i
t

K
,∀1 ≤ t ≤ T, (8)

where Ki is the amount of training data of di, K =
∑ux
i=1Ki is

the total amount of training data of the devices with service of
type x, ux is the number of devices which has the same service
type x, and r represents the rth communication round of hDRL.
After updating the global model in the rth communication
round, BSs will transmit the global mode gr(t) to all devices
with the same type services to update the local DDQN models
based on (9).

θi
t+1 = gr(t)−

λ

Ki

∑u

i=1
∇L(θi

t), ∀i ∈ D, 1 ≤ t ≤ T, (9)

where λ is the learning rate, and L(θi
t) is the loss function

of DDQN in (6). After updating the local model, the devices
will continue to train their local model. The horizontal model
aggregation algorithm is presented as Algorithm 1.

Vertical Model Aggregation: The aforementioned horizontal
model aggregation is used for the same type services with sim-
ilar data samples. As multiple types of services are considered
in this paper, vertical model aggregation could be exploited
for further improving the network performance, by aggregating
local access features incurred from different types of services.
Due to the data on each device is private and not visible to
other devices, we use a 0-1 matrix to represent a local global
decision on NS and BS selection, where we can update global
access feature by transforming these 0-1 matrices. In this paper,
according to [8], the estimated global target value of a global
decision on NS and BS selection is given by

ϕf =
∑u

i=1
yi
t − E

[∑u

i=1
yi
t

]
, (10)

where f ⊆ X is a specific global access scheme (0-1 matrix),
each row vector of f represents a local access scheme. More-
over, yi

t is the target value in (4). In [8], the authors proposed
an Monte-Carlo sampling, where the Shapley value is given by

φf =
1

M

∑M

m=1
(ϕ+f − ϕ−f ) , (11)

where M is the number of access feature updates in vDRL.
Moreover, φf is the Shapley value for an access scheme f ,



Algorithm 1 Algorithm of Horizon Model Aggregation
Input: si, ai, α, γ, C, R, Ki, ux, x, λ, τ
output: NS/BS pair πi, yi

t.
1: Initialize g0 and experience relay pool Di

x,∀i ∈ D;
2: for communication round r = 1, 2, ..., R do
3: if r == 1 then
4: Initialize θi

0;
5: else
6: for i = 1, 2, ..., ux do
7: θi

0 = gr−1(t)− λ
Ki

∑ux
i=1∇L(θi

t).
8: end for
9: end if

10: Let θ̂i
0 = θi

0, Q̂(·) = θ̂i
0;

11: for t = 1 to τ do
12: Receive the initial observed state s1

1, s
2
1, ..., s

ux
1 ;

13: if t ≤ |Di
x| then

14: Randomly select a1
t , a

2
t , ...;

15: else
16: Select ai

t = argmaxaQ(·) using ε-greedy policy;
17: Execute action ai

t, obtain ri
t and si

t+1;
18: Store (si

t, a
i
t, r

i
t, s

i
t+1) into Di

x,∀i ∈ D;
19: Randomly select

(
si
j , a

i
j , r

i
j , s

i
j+1

)
from Di;

20: Calculate yi
t according to equation (4);

21: Perform gradient descent according to equation (7);
22: Update the parameter θi

t,∀i ∈ D;
23: Every C slots reset Q̂ = Q;
24: end if
25: end for
26: for i = 1, 2, ..., ux do
27: gr(t) =

∑u
i=1Kiθ

i
τ

K .
28: end for
29: end for
30: Obtain selected NS/BS pair πi, target value yi

t.

representing the average marginal contribution of f across
all possible access feature combinations X . For example, if
X = {X{1},X{2},X{3}} and f = X{1}, we can get the
+f = X{1} and −f is randomly chosen in {X{2},X{3}}.
Therefore, we can obtain the Shapley value φf through (11)
and derive the global optimal 0-1 matrix by comparing the
Shapley values. Based on the train Algorithm 1, the FDRL-
AC algorithm is presented as Algorithm 2.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-
posed FDRL-AC scheme through simulation experiments. We
employ three reference access control schemes as comparison
reference: (1) Greedy Algorithm for access control (GAC):
each device chooses NS/BS to access which can provide the
maximal available bandwidth. Moreover, the aim of GAC
is to find the maximal communication efficiency based on
instantaneous network conditions. (2) Centralized DDQN for
access control (CAC): all devices transmit data to a controller
for centralized training in DDQN. Then the controller makes

global decision on NS and BS selection for all devices. (3)
Distributed DDQN without data aggregation for access control
(DAC): individual devices train their own data through DDQN
and make decision on NS and BS selection independently,
where no data aggregation of FL is used. Moreover, the reward
function in CAC and DAC remains the same as that in FDRL-
AC except that the cost of communication round is zero.

Algorithm 2 FDRL-AC Algorithm
Input: M , NS/BS pair πi, yi

t from Algorithm 1, iterations.
output: φf , f .

1: Initialize φmax = 0, f0 = ∅;
2: for m = 1, 2, ...,M do
3: Get πi, θi, yi

t, X ;
4: Remove unfeasible solution in X ;
5: for i = 1, 2, ..., |X | do
6: f = X{i}, initial −f = ∅, and calculate ϕf ;
7: for iterations= 1, 2, ... do
8: Choose −f in {X − X{i}};
9: if −f ⊆ F then

10: Continue.
11: else
12: Calculate ϕ−f .
13: end if
14: end for
15: Calculate φf
16: if φmax ≤ φf then
17: φmax = φf , and f0 = f ;
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: Obtain φf , and f = f0.

We consider a network scenario where four BSs are ran-
domly distributed in a square area of 1060 × 1060 m2 [4]
and five end-to-end slices are deployed in the network. The
maximal transmit power and the noise power of BSs are set
to 47dBm and -174dBm/Hz respectively, and the path loss for
BSs is modeled as L(d) = 34+40log(d) [4]. Furthermore, the
wireless bandwidth of a BS is set to 20 MHz. The minimal
transmission rate r̂ti is randomly generated from [2, 10]Mbps
and the delay in CN is randomly generated from [10, 30]ms.

For each device, we consider a three-layer fully connected
neural network, including input layer with 12 neurons, hidden
layer with 25 neurons, and output layer with 1 neuron. We
copy the weights of Q-network θ to the weights of target
network θ̂ every 5 training steps. Moreover, the discount factor
is set to 0.99, the number of iterations in each communication
round is set to 2000, the access feature is updated every 2
communication rounds, and both the learning rate for training
and the learning rate for updating local model are set to 0.001.

First, we verify the convergence property of FDRL-AC
by depicting its learning curve. We randomly select three
corresponding connected weights on three different devices. As
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shown in Fig. 3, FDRL-AC converges with the total number of
trainings increasing. Furthermore, from Fig. 4, we observe that
the three corresponding weights coincide when they tend to be
stable, which further illustrates the effectiveness of training a
global model with multiple independent devices.

Then, we compare the total long-term reward of the four
schemes. Fig. 5 shows the total long-term reward of the four
schemes. We can see that FDRL-AC and CAC achieve higher
long-term reward than other two schemes. This is because
FDRL-AC and CAC aim to find the global optimal access
schemes, while DAC and GAC focus on the local access
decision.

Next, we examine the performance of the four schemes
in terms of network throughput. Fig. 6 shows the network
throughput as a function of the number of devices. We can see
that FDRL-AC always outperforms CAC, DAC, and GAC on
network throughput. This is because that FDRL-AC integrates
the similar data samples into a global model before aggregating
the access features. Moreover, the access feature aggregation
in FDRL-AC takes the global decision into account.

Next, we compare handoff cost of the four schemes. Fig. 7
shows the comparison of handoff cost of the four schemes. We
can see that FDRL-AC incurs the highest handoff cost. More-
over, the handoff cost of FDRL-AC and DAC is always higher
than that of CAC, this is because FDRL-AC and DAC are based
on distributed learning, where smart devices train their own
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data independently. Although FDRL-AC employs two levels
of aggregation, training on smart devices independently is not
affected.

Finally, we compare the performance of communication
efficiency of the four schemes in Fig. 8. We see that FDRL-
AC always outperforms DAC, CAC, and GAC in terms of
communication efficiency. In particular, numerical results show
that FDRL-AC achieves higher communication efficiency by
about 14.19%, 20.80%, and 26.60% on average compared with
CAC, DAC, and GAC respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, with the aim to improve network throughput
and communication efficiency while enforcing the data secu-
rity and device privacy, we have modeled the access control
problem for RAN slicing as an MDP model and solved it
by developing a novel FDRL-AC scheme. In FDRL-AC, we
employ two levels of model aggregation based on DRL to
promote the collaboration between smart devices. Numerical
results show that our proposed FDRL-AC scheme achieves
a significant performance improvement in terms of network
throughput and communication efficiency when compared with
the state-of-the-art algorithms.
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